Fullerene precursors have been shown to result in the growth of diamond films from argon microwave plasmas. In contradistinction to most diamond films grown using conventional methanehydrogen mixtures, the fullerene-generated films are nanocrystalline and smooth on the nanometer scale. They have recently been shown to have friction coefficients approaching the values of natural diamond. It is clearly important to understand the development of surface morphology during film growth from fullerene precursors and to elucidate the factors leading to surface roughness when hydrogen is present in the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) gas mixtures. To achieve these goals, we are measuring surface reflectivity of diamond films growing on silicon substrates over a wide range of plasma processing conditions. A model for the interpretation of the laser interferometric data has been developed, which allows one to determine film growth rate, root mean square (rms) surface roughness, and bulk losses due to scattering and absorption. The rms roughness values determined by reflectivity are in good agreement with atomic force microscope (AFM) measurements. A number of techniques, including high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) measurements, have been used to characterize the films. A mechanism for diamond-film growth involving the C2 molecule as a growth species will be presented. The mechanism is based on (1) the observation that the optical emission spectra of the fullerene-containing plasmas are dominated by the Swan bands of C2 and (2) the ability of C2 to insert directly into C-H and C-C bonds with low activation energy barriers, as shown by recent theoretical calculations of reactions of C2 with carbon clusters.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the fullerenes in 1985 was followed in 1990 by the prescription for preparing bulk amounts of these startling new allotropes of carbon.1'2 Buckminsterfullerene, C60, the most plentiful of the new allotropes, has many unique chemical and physical properties that have attracted the attention of researchers around the world. Several of these properties are of particular interest from the point of view of the present work. C60 is thermodynamically unstable with respect to graphite (9 kcal/g mol C) and to diamond (8.5 kcal/g mol C);3 contains no hydrogen; displays primarily intramolecular bonding, with attendant high volatility; and exhibits an unusual photofragmentation pattern in which the molecule decomposes by the ejection of carbon dimers.
VOLATILITY AND PHOTOFRAGMENTATION OF C60
The vapor pressure of C60 is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that at 600 °C, the vapor pressure is 102 Ton, which is equivalent to 0.6 Ton in terms of an elemental C vapor pressure. 4 The vapor pressure of graphite reaches that value only if heated to 3500 °C. It is astounding to realize that one now has available pure carbon vapor at quite modest temperatures.
Since 1985, photofragmentation of C60 by intense laser irradiation has been known to display the pattern shown in been breached, the smaller clusters are metastable and continue fragmenting in this way until the strain energy overwhelms the resonance energy, whereupon the cage opens. Fragmentation then proceeds to yield both even and odd, rather than only even, carbon clusters. The signature for cage opening is a mass gap between C28 and C12. The lower mass carbon cluster distribution is not shown in Fig. 2 . The fragmentation pattern that has just been described is also observed when accelerated C60+ collides with surfaces6 or with stationary gases.7 The fragmentation of C60 has aroused considerable experimental8 as well as theoretical9 interest, but it is beyond the scope of the present paper to delve into this subject. Suffice it to say that fragmentation of C60 via C2 elimination is highly unusual, since the vaporization thermodynamics of graphite are dominated by the odd carbon species, C, C3, C5, etc. 10 Presumably in the case of C60, the favorable free energy change for the reaction C60 -> C58 + C2 is due to the additional energy gained when the cage recloses to eliminate dangling bonds.
Even though C2 had never actually been seen in the mass spectra of fragmenting C60, presumably because of its high (-12 ev) ionization potential, the evidence is quite strong that C2 is indeed a plentiful primary product of C60 fragmentation. It should therefore be relatively straightforward to use C60 as a source of this highly reactive chemical species. In particular, we were fascinated by the intriguing possibility of using C2 as a new species for growing diamond film.
HYDROCARBON VERSUS CARBON DIMER, C2, PRECURSORS
The extraordinary properties of diamond, its hardness, coefficient of friction, tensile strength, electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, thermal shock resistance, and optical transmission, to name some of its outstanding characteristics, make diamond a material with many potential uses and future applications. The discovery and development of methods for the chemical vapor deposition of diamond film about twenty years ago has given a major impetus to finding ways of realizing the uses to which the properties of diamond lend themselves. Methods typically employed for diamond film CVD involve mixtures of 1-5% CH or another hydrocarbon with 99-95% H2. In order for diamond film growth to occur, the molecular hydrogen must be dissociated to form atomic hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen is thought to be crucial to the diamond growth process using hydrocarbon precursors, because one needs 11 (1) Create carbon radicals on the diamond surface;
(2) Produce gas-phase methyl radicals (which adsorb on the carbon radicals); The roles of atomic hydrogen in the growth of diamond films from hydrocarbon precursors outlined above have been extensively discussed.12 Detailed mechanisms have been elaborated,13 which involve atomic hydrogen in many of the steps that ultimately lead to the incorporation of carbon from the hydrocarbon precursor into the diamond lattice. Growth mechanisms involving halogen chemistries have also been proposed. 14 It has recently been shown theoretically that in contradistinction to CH3•, C2 can insert directly and with a low activation energy into the C-H bond.15 Therefore with C2 as a growth species, requirement (1) above is obviated. With C2, hydrogen abstraction reactions are clearly superfluous, and requirements (2) and (3) are also obviated. The role of atomic hydrogen in satisfying requirements (4) and (5) is not clearly defined. It has been experimentally observed in plasmas with high C2 and low hydrogen content that the diamond film growth rate is first-order in the C2 optical emission intensity. 16 Preliminary measurements of bulk hydrogen content by seconday ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) show that depending on film thickness, the hydrogen content of the C60-derived diamond films is as low or lower than that of the films grown in H2-CH4 plasmas. The consequences of a change in the role of hydrogen in the growth of diamond films could be far-reaching and could have important implications, both for the mechanism of diamond film growth and for the properties of the resulting films.
C60 FRAGMENTATION IN A MICROWAVE PLASMA
The approach we use to fragment C60 is to set up a microwave discharge in a C60/Ar mixture using a commercially available (ASTEX PDS 17) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) apparatus, as shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The only change from using the apparatus with conventional CHJH2 mixtures is to attach a sidearm carrying a quartz tube surrounded by a tube furnace. An Ar-carrier gas is saturated with C60 by flowing the Ar over heated fullerene-containing soot at 500-600 °C. Film deposition is carried out with a gas flow of 100 seem at a pressure of 80 Ton, a microwave power of 1000 W, and a substrate temperature of 750-850 °C. Substrates used up to now have been Si, SiC, Si3N4, W, WC, and Ni. The plasma discharge is bright emerald green in color, and the emission measured by bringing the radiation to a spectrometer with a fiberoptic cable is dominated by the well-known Swan bands (Fig. 4) of C2, from which, by vibration analysis, one can deduce the vibrational temperature of C217. Typically, 1-2% of hydrogen is added to the plasma in order to stabilize the plasma position at the substrate. The resulting Ha peak in Fig. 4 is seen to be much weaker than the carbon dimer bands, and the Hg line is nearly invisible. The inset shows an emission spectrum from a 98% H2-2% CH4 plasma at similar pressure and microwave power. Because of the overwhelming abundance at hydrogen, Ha and To our knowledge, this is the first direct evidence that C2 is in fact a principal product of C60 fragmentation. The plasma processes, by means of which the fragmentations of C60 are brought about, must include some or all of the following:
( (6) Thermal decomposition of C60; (7) Electron impact processes.
It will require detailed study to assess the relative importance of these processes. It is likely that collisionally induced dissociation (CID) is the principal mechanism, but then, of course, one cannot clearly separate this process from energy transfer or charge exchange processes. We have begun an inquiry into these questions by setting up a time-of-flight mass spectrometer with which to sample the carbon cluster species produced in the plasma as a function of plasma parameters, such as microwave power and gas pressure.
IN SITU LASER INTERFEROMETRY OF DIAMOND FILM GROWTH
In order to monitor the film growth in situ, a HeNe laser reflectance interferometer (LRJ) is used, as is shown schematically in Fig. 5 . By measuring the surface reflectivity of the substrate with time, the film thickness, growth rate, rms surface roughness, and bulk attenuation coefficient can be determined. To obtain these qantities from interference measurements, a model based on scalar scattering theory was developed.1 The model assumes random growth of the surface, a surface roughness << 2 (the laser wavelength), 2L << S (the surface correlation length), and << d (the film thickness).
These assumptions imply that the diamond nuclei have coalesced and formed a coherent film; and the Bulk attenuation leads to a decrease in the reflectivity oscillation amplitude, while surface roughness leads to a decrease in both the oscillation amplitude as well as the average reflectivity. The surface roughness is of particular interest to our work with C60 precursors, because we have found that films produced in this way are exceedingly smooth, with rms roughness in the 30-60 nm range (Fig. 6 ).
In contradistinction, nonoriented diamond films grown from CH1JH2 mixtures which are typically on the micron scale (Fig. 7) . have mis roughnesses, Fig. 7 . Atomic force microscope image of a diamond film grown from a CH4JH2microwave discharge.
For the surface roughness range of interest to the C60 generated films, the 632.8 nm wavelength of the HeNe laser is the correct choice. The surface roughness, , is given by the expression SPIE Vol. 2530 / 7
6. Atomic force microscope image of a diamond film grown from a C60/Ar microwave discharge. ____2r1_____ 2it V2 Rm+'Rmn where r is the reflectivity at the gas diamond interface, and Rmax and Rmjn are the measured interference maxima and minima. The interferometrically determined &s are plotted against atomic force microscope measurements in Fig. 8 . The agreement between the two measurements can be considered quite satisfactory. We therefore have a reliable way of monitoring in situ the surface roughness of the growing films and following that property as a function of changing plasma parameters. One must now inquire into the reasons for the difference in surface morphology seen in the C60 versus the hydrocarbon precursor films. It has been known for a long time that there is a connection between surface roughness and miru19 the smaller the grain size, the smoother the surface.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) plan-view studies of Co-generated films have shown that the deposits are nanocrystalline in nature,2° and that the nanocrystallites display very few structural defects. A high-resolution lattice image of a typical grain of dimension 10 x 50 nm is shown in Fig. 9 . Grain sizes have been systematically measured on 500 grains each in several different films, and the results are reproducible from one deposit to another. Grain size distributions peak at 13-15 nm, thus providing a rationale for the observed low values of surface roughness. Cross-section TEM images reveal several equiaxed diamond grains and continuous nucleation of new grains throughout the thickness of the film.
The nanocrystalline microstructure of the films is totally consistent with the nanometer scale surface roughness, which in turn translates into low friction coefficients. 21 The friction coefficient of Si3N4 and SiC balls sliding against these smooth surfaces have been measured and are in the range 0.05-0. 10, comparable to the values observed with natural diamond. The friction coefficients are lower by factors of 5 to 10, compared with rough diamond films grown by conventional CHiJH2 methodologies. The wear rate on a Si3N4 ball sliding against a C60-derived film in air at ambient temperature for 2.4 x 106 cycles (35 km) with a 5-Newton load was 1.4 x 10-8 mm3/N•m, one-to-two orders of magnitude lower than normally observed on diamond films. A profilometric trace of the film 160 f(x) = 0.725X + 15.1 R"2=0.875
/ after the sliding experiment described above is shown in Fig. 10 . One observes a wear track 1 urn in depth, demonstrating the low level of abrasion and ploughing produced as a result of the tribological test. In general, growth of diamond films by CVD involves a competitive process of nucleation and growth among various forms of carbon: diamond, graphite, or amorphous carbon. Bachmann et al. 22 reported, based on gas compositions and experimentally grown diamond films over the past twenty years, that the formation domain for the diamond phase is compositionally quite narrowly defined within a triangular portion of a C-H-O diagram. As has already been pointed out, it is generally believed that a large excess of hydrogen is indispensible for the nucleation and growth of the diamond phase. It is therefore necessary to show that pure diamond is grown under the conditions described in the present work, where the hydrogen content is at most 1-2% of the total gas mixture and the oxygen content is even lower. A variety of techniques has been used to characterize the C60-derived films. Electron diffraction rings taken on the nanocrystals in ThM are indexed solely on the diamond lattice. Electron energy loss spectra (EELS) taken in conjunction with the TEM measurements show only a loss feature, and there is no evidence of a it loss feature. Atomic resolution TEM shows a diamond lattice with grain boundaries 0.25-0.4 nm wide and no evidence of graphitic phase.23 Raman spectroscopy17 shows in addition to the 1 33 1 cm1 feature due to the well-known diamond phonon band, a broad band with a maximum at 1550 cm1, usually attributed to nondiamond carbon. The interpretation of this band has been and still is the subject of considerable discussion in the literature. On the basis of our measured grain-size distribution, we calculate that about 2% of the carbon in the films is surface carbon situated at grain boundaries. Such surface carbon can find itself in various bonding situations, such as ic-bonding, or termination by hydrogen. Consequently, the interpretation of the 1550 cm1 peak as evidence of a bulk nondiamond carbon phase is not valid when a significant number of atoms reside at the grain boundary, as is the case for the films described here.
The relatively recent development of C 1 s NEXAFS measurements using synchrotron radiation has opened a new and significant chapter in the area of diamond film characterization. Results from such measurements on graphite and diamond reference materials are shown in clear distinction between the and icK absorption features, indicating that this is a powerful new methodology for distinguishing between these two forms of carbon. Amorphous carbon is found to be much more similar to graphite than to diamond in its Cis signature. Both the C60-derived and the CH4-derived films are indistinguishable one from the other and in turn indistinguishable from the diamond reference spectrum. We conclude that our C6OIAr-derived films are in fact pure or nearly pure diamond, since there is no evidence of any graphitic or amorphous phase. This conclusion is in accord with all of the data from TEM, electron diffraction, and XRD measurements on C60-derived films that we have obtained in the course of our studies. The fact that the emission spectrum of the microwave discharge in C6o/Ar mixtures is dominated by the Swan bands of C2 has led us to propose that C2 is the principal growth species. To see if this is a reasonable postulate, it will be necessary to determine the concentrations of C2 in the plasma relative to other growth species such as CH3• and C2H2. A study has been initiated to measure the concentration of these molecules by absorption spectroscopy. Thermodynamic calculations using reasonable assumptions of plasma temperature and pressure may also be a helpful guide to show trends of species concentrations as a function of hydrogen partial pressure. Qualitatively it would appear that low hydrogen partial pressures favor dehydrogenated species such as C2H and C2.
Recent calculations24 on tetrahedrally bonded, hydrogen-terminated carbon clusters up to C46H50 have been made to model the reaction of C2 with the (1 10) surface of diamond. The model is based on the singlet state, but the f triplet state is very close in energy and should give similar results. It has been found that two C2 molecules can insert into the C-C bonds of the carbon cluster with low activation energies, and that each step in the sequence is exothermic. The overall energy release found theoretically is close to the experimentally known adsorption energy of C2, 176 kcal/g mol C.
We have schematically modeled the reaction of C2 with the reconstructed monohydrided diamond (100) surface and show a sequence of reaction steps in Fig. 12 . The start of a new diamond lattice layer is shown in Fig. 13 . The new layer is rotated 90° with respect to the original growth surface.
The hydrogens terminating the original growth surface have migrated to the top of the new layer in accord with the theoretical predictions that this is energetically favorable. 
